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In this paper we discuss a model for the loop sate of a geometric realization. We present a 
geometric proof of a result of Baues and thereby obtain a stronger version. The concepts used 
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also get a geometric proof of a result of Adams concerning the homology of the loop space of a 
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Introduction 
Baues [2] constructed a model [fiXI for the loop space of the geometric realization 
1x1 of a O-trivial good simplicial space X. The initial impetus comes from algebraic 
constructions. In fact, Baues’ construction of the model lLLX[ is the geometric 
counterpart of the algebraic cobar construction [l]. In his proof of the model 
theorem Baues makes use of the work of Adams and Hilton. 
The aim of this article is to present a purely geometric proof using only basic 
concepts of homotopy theory, such as cofibrations, fibrations and homotopy car- 
tesian squares. This method allows us to obtain in a simpler, more straightforward 
fashion a stronger result. Under rather weak conditions we get an ordinary homotopy 
equivalence between I LZXl and 01x1 whereas Baues gets only a weak homotopy 
equivalence. Moreover as an application we also get, together with [2,1.3. Appendix 
11, a purely geometric proof of the result of Adams concerning the homology of a 
loop space of a simply connected space [l]. 
Furthermore, these methods provide us with a nice geometric interpretation of 
the model theorem. 
The geometric realization 1x1 of a simplicial space X is obtained by glueing 
together continuous families of standard simplices. Thus, there is an indication of 
a ‘linear structure’ and of ‘linear’ loops present in 1x1. To be more precise, let us 
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denote by Xs the simplicial set obtained from X by forgetting the topologies. We 
call a loop w : I+ 1x1 linear if w factors through IX*] + 1x1. The model Theorem 
5.1. states that under certain conditions 01x1 is homotopy equivalent to the sub- 
monoid generated by certain linear loops. 
Such an indication of linearity was also considered by Bracho in order to classify 
Haefliger structures by linear homotopy classes of maps [3]. 
As a consequence, we get the well-known theorem concerning a model for 01X 
which was originally proved by Toda [ 11,121 and James [6] and which was further 
generalized in the proof of Puppe [7], who specified the conditions which limit the 
applicability of the theorem. 
1. Geometric realizations 
The reader of this paper should be 
spaces as it is exposed in [2, Chapter 
A for the simplicial category, 
familiar with the concepts of semisimplicial 
I, 0 1, 0 21. We use the notations: 
0A for the category of simplicial strings, 
0X for the contravariant monoidal functor, defined in [2, Ch. I, 2.121, and 
L for the covariant monoidal functor, defined in [2, Ch. I, 2.81. 
Notice that L(6i)(I”-2) for Si : [n - l] + [n] is the face of I”-‘, where the ith 
coordinate is 0. Let &k : [k] 0 [n - k] + [n] denote the only bijection in l2A. Then 
L(&k)(Z”-2) is the face of In--l, where the kth coordinate is 1. 
The realizations we shall denote by 1x1 and 
[ax],=: ].nX] =: ax 0 L. 
OA 
In addition, we will use the concept of ‘injective’ realization. 
Let A be the category of the finite sets [n] and injective monotone maps. By 
restricting X and p to the category A we get the realization 
IlXll:=Xfp 
where only the injective maps are used for the identifications. Analogously 0A 
denotes the subcategory of flA with obj 0A = obj l2A and containing only the 
injective maps. Restricting both flX and L to 0A we get the realization 
]]ax]I:= nx 0 L. 
nn 
For the following lemma compare [2, Ch. I, 2.51. 
1.1. Lemma Let X be a A-space with X0 = *. Let X~E X, be the basepoint of X, de$ned 
by ~~=a*(*) where a:[l]+[O]. 
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(i) I] 0x11 is an associative topological monoid with [x0; *] as a neutral element 
up to homotopy. 
(ii) IfX, is path connected then lfIX[ and IjOXII are also path connected. 
Proof. That ]I aXI] is an associative topological monoid is clear from [2]. Let us 
prove, that [x0; *] is up to homotopy a neutral element. For [x; t] E I]aXl] where 
t = (t’, . . . , tn-1) E I”_’ and x E X, the following equations are valid: 
[ x, x,; t] = [&;a;(x); t] = [a;(x); (t’, . . . ) T’, O)], 
[x; t] = [li;cT:(x); t] = [a:(x); (t’, . . . ) f”_‘, l)], 
[x,, x; t] = [&TC;(x); t] = [C&x); (0, t’, . . . ) f-l)], 
[x; t] = [tqa$(x); t] = [so*(x); (1, t’, . . . ) P)]. 
Therefore, the maps 
H: ])nx/ x I+ I]nxll 
and 
([Xi,. . . , &, x; tl, . . . , fk, t], 7) 
+ Lx,, . . .9 xk, (T;(x); tl, . . . , tk, (t’, . . . , fn-‘, T)] 
G: IInXl] x I-, ]]aXI] 
(Lx, Xlr * . . , xk; r, h, . . * , fk], T, 
+ [a,*(x), x1, . . . , xk; (7, t’, . . . , fn-‘), t,, . . . , tk] 
are homotopies that join the multiplication with [x,; *]- from the right and the 
left respectively-and the identity of (1 OX II. 
In order to prove that /aXI and I] aX ]I are path connected, if X, is path connected 
it is sufficient to prove that for any [x; t] E /flX] and [x; t] E I] OX I] there exists a 
path that joins [x; t] and [x0; *]. We can assume t E in-i. Pushing t inside of in-l 
to (l,..., 1) E I”-’ we get a path joining [x; t] and some [y; *] where y E Xi. The 
result follows since by assumption X, is path connected. 0 
The canonical map ]]X]] + 1x1 . k is nown to be a homotopy equivalence if X is a 
good A-space [9, Prop. A.1.1. We are going to prove an analogous result for the 
canonical map ](OX]] + (RX]. 
1.2. Proposition. Let X be a good A-space with X,, = *. Then the canonical map 
IIflXll-, Pxl 
is a homotopy equivalence. 
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Proof. The bi-functor 
f2A: RA xOA+Top 
(K’, K)~fld(K’, K) 
is contravariant in the first and covariant in the second variable. Therefore, we can 
define the covariant functors 
IflAl: OA+Top 
&+(f2A(-, K)( = OA(-, K) 0 L= L(K) 
f.2A 
and 
)IJ2All: f2A +Top 
K++jjCtA(--, K)j/ = i2A(-, K) 0 L. 
RA 
With this we get 
and 
We can conclude that the map )) J2XII -f \nXl is given by the canonical map 
IWIl+~~A~. 
Therefore, by using [2, II, 1.13.1 it suffices to prove the following two claims: 
Cl&ml: ForeachKEobj~AthemapIl~A(-,K)II~laA(-,K)Iisahomotopy 
equvalence. 
Claim 2: For each map a : K + K’ in J2A the induced maps 
\fiA(-, K)\+A(-, K’)I, 
IIfiA(-, K)ll+ llaA(-, K’)Il, 
are closed cofibrations. 
Proof of Claim 1: Because of (OA(-, K)( = L(K) = * it suffices to prove that 
II d2A (-, K) II is contractible. 
Let us first assume K = [n]. 11 f2A (-, [n]) II is filtered by 
IIitA(-, [nl)ll= din IIflA(-, [nlllm m 
where 
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where the union is taken over all K E obj f2A for which there exists in &4 a 
morphism K + [ml. 
For these K every map cr : K + [n] has a factorization 
a 
K - [nl 
v s B 
[ml 
where 6 is a morphism in &4. Therefore for t E L(K) 
(a, r)‘- (P, US)(t)) E fiA([ml, [nl) x Nmlh 
From this we conclude that ]I J2A (-, [n] II,,, results from the disjointed union of the 
cubes {/3} x Imp’, p : [m] + [n], by certain identifications. 
Let us assume 
(P, r) - (P’, r’) 
where 
P, P’: [ml + [nl, t, t’c P-l. 
Clearly this implies t = t’. If, furthermore t & Uy=A’ L(6i)Im-2, then (P, t) - (p’, 1) 
implies p = p’. For t E fin-r this is clear. Therefore, let us assume t E 
Url: L(E~)I”-*\U~~’ L(6i)I”-2. Then there exists a morphism 
[ml 0. ..n[m,]:[m] in&I 
with ml+. . . + m, = m and there exists 
s = (S1) . . . ) s,) E zm,-l x * . * x r-l with si E Pm,-’ 
if mi - 13 1 such that 
L(&)(S) = t. 
Therefore, 
(P, t) = (P, L(E)S) - (P o 5 s) = (P’O 5 s) - (P’, t) 
Since E is a bijection it follows p = p’. 
From this we can conclude that II fJA (-, [n]) II ,,, is built up from 
Up:pn]_[“, iPI x 1-l 
where we make certain identifications on 
Therefore, the projection 
m-1 
r--l+ u L(Si)Im-2 
i=l 
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parallel to the diagonal containing (0,. . . , 0) and (1,. . . , 1) defines a deformation 
retraction 
IoAt-,Cnl)llm+ IIfJA(-, [nl)llm-1. 
Since ]]L4A(-,[n])jj,=* and since the inclusions IlLtA(-,[n])ll,~ 
IlfJA(-, [~l)llm+, are cofibrations, it follows that /f2A(-, [ n])ll is contractible. For 
K = [n,] 0 * - * 0 [n,] notice that 
and the result follows. 
Proof of Claim 2: The first statement is clear since lL2A( -, K)I and L(K) are 
homeomorphic. The second statement follows from the well-known facts concerning 
how cofibration behave under colimites. 0 
2. The construction of the homomorphism A : IlLLXll+ f2(lXll 
2.1. Definition. We denote by 
P(A”,O,n):={w=(S,r)~f:[O,r]+A”,f(O)=O,f(r)=n} 
the space of Moore paths of A”, which start at the first vertex 0 and end at the last 
vertex II of A”. For ((Y~, aJ : [n,] 0 [n,] + [n] we define the induced map 
P(A”l, 0, II,) x P(A”z, 0, nJ+ P(A”, 0, n), 
((fi, rA (_h, r2))-(a1*h, rl)+(~2*_L, rJ
where the sum is given by 
Our aim is to construct inductively maps 
h,: I”-’ + P(A “, 0, n) 
which induce a monoid homomorphism 
A: )]aX]] + R]]X]] (compare [l, 21). 
Of course a ]]X I] d enotes the space of Moore loops in /IX]]. 
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For n = 1 we define 
A,: I”=*4’(A’,0,1), 
*H[0, l]+ A’, 
7H(l-T, 7). 
Inductively we may assume that for m < n 
h ,,,: Y-l+ P(A”,O, m) 
is constructed in such a way that the restriction of the adjoint of A, to the interior 
is a homeomorphism 
A’,: EfP1\{N, S}+dm. 
2’ denotes the unreduced suspension and N and S are the two suspension points. 
We now define 
A,: aI”-‘+ P(aA”, 0, n). 
For t E aI”-’ there exists in &!A a morphism 
(ff.1, * *., ~2~): [n,]o--.o[nJ+[n], k31 
and 
(si , . . . , sk) E I”-’ x . + . x I”,-’ where si E ~“-’ 
if ni > 1 such that 
t=L(a, )...) KY& ,,..., Sk). 
We define 
h,(t):= czi*A&)+. * *+ (~,+h&). 
2.2. Lemma. The counterimages of points in ad” under the adjoint of A,, 
A’,: .Erazn-’ + ad” 
are contractible. 
Proof. Through induction we can assume that each path A,(t), t E aI”-’ is injective. 
Therefore, it suffices to show that for each x E A”\{O, n} 
{tEaI”-‘]xEimA,(t)} 
is contractible. 
Let x be contained in the interior of a face of ad” spanned by the vertices io, . . . , ik, 
k 3 1. The map (Y : [k] -, [n], jH ij gives rise to an unique injection 
(&a,S’): [io]n[k]o[n-i,]+[n] 
in aA. 
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By assumption there exists an unique s E Ik-’ such that (Y;‘(X) E im Ak(S), and 
therefore 
{t E aI”-’ ]j, E im A,(t)} = L([ io]) x L([ n - ik]). 
For x = k, 0 < k < n it is evident that 
{tEaI”-‘IkEimA,(t)}=~([k]~L([n-k]). q 
Using Lemma 2.2. and the results of Siebermann [lo] and Quinn [13], it follows 
that AL can be approximated by homeomorphisms. By the contractibility theorem 
of Cernavskii [14] we can choose an extension 
A ‘,: E’I”-‘+= A” 
such that the restriction 
A;lE’?\{N, S}: Z”?‘\{N, S}+i” 
is a homeomorphism. The adjoint of AL is the desired map 
A,: I”-‘+ P(A”, 0, n). 
It should be noted that in [l] and [2] AL need not be a relative homeomorphism. 
From the construction it is clear that the A,‘s induce a monoid homeomorphism 
A: IlaX + filP-II 
where X is any A-space with X0 = *. 
Notice that for a A-space X with X,, = * the A,‘s do not induce a map from 10x1 
to 01x1 since the A,‘s do not commute with surjections in A. 
Remark. I found it unnecessary to apply Quinn’s result, which depends primarily 
on the work of Freedman, to this concrete problem. A much more straightforward 
proof that AL can be approximated by homeomorphisms is achieved by using 
Bing’s shrinking criterion. 
3. A criterion for homotopy Cartesian squares 
In this section I give a brief discussion of the main homotopy theoretic ideas 
which are required to prove the main theorem. The reader should be familiar with 
the concepts of nummerable locally contractible spaces and homotopy Cartesian 
squares (compare [7,5,8]). 
3.1. Lemma. Let T be a map T : Y + X and let A be a subspace A c X. Z%e following 
conditions may be satisjed. 
(i) There exist a neighbourhood Vof A in X together with a function u : X + [0, l] 
satisfying AC u-‘(O) and V= u-‘[O, l[. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
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The restriction Y\ YA+ X\A is a fibration up to homotopy (in the sense of 
Dold [5]). YA:= a-‘(A). 
The inclusions A c V and YA c Yv = n-l( V) admit homotopy inverses p and 
r such that the diagram 
A-V 
P 
is commutative. 
The restriction of r to the fibres Y, = K’(x) + YPCx,, x E V\A are homotopy 
equivalences. 
V\A is numerable locally contractible. 
For all x E A the diagram 
Yx - YA 
I I 
is homotopy Cartesian. 
Under these conditions we can conclude that the diagrams 
Y*- Y Y, - Y 
I I and I 1 
A-X {XI- A 
are homotopy Cartesian, where x is any point of X, 
From the well-known facts concerning how homotopy Cartesian squares behave 
under colimits (compare [8]) we get as an immediate consequence 
3.2. Corollary. Let 
Yo- Y 
be a commutative diagram with X = colim, X, where X,, = *. If for every inclusion 
X, L, X,+1 conditions analogous to the conditions stated in Lemma 3.1(i)-(v) concern- 
ing the inclusion AC X are satisfied, then the given diagram is homotopy Cartesian. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. Consider the diagram 
& jl 
Y” - Y”\A - YX\A 
I I I 
V -V\A - X\A 
i2 4 
where V is a neighbourhood of A subject to the conditions in Lemma 3.1. The 
right-hand square is homotopy Cartesian since it is Cartesian and rxia := 7~1 YXjA is 
by assumption a fibration up to homotopy. 
We shall now prove that the left-hand square is also homotopy Cartesian. 
Since there exists a commutative diagram 
r 
y* - Y” 
i I 
A -v 
P 
where r and p are homotopy equivalences, by use of [8, Lemma l] it sufficies to 
demonstrate that the diagram 
rl yv,* 
yA - Y”\A 
A t---V\A 
PI v\A 
is homotopy Cartesian. For that we must show that the induced map 
LY: YV\A+ WbiV\A, VA) 
is a homotopy equivalence, where W( -, -) denotes the homotopy limit of the above 
diagram. 
a is a map over V\A. Since ?rviA is a fibration up to homotopy and since V\A 
is numerable locally contractible, it suffices to prove that the restrictions of (Y to 
the fibres are homotopy equivalences. [S, 6.3.1. This follows from the fact that in 
the diagram 
the outer square is for all XE V\A homotopy Cartesian since r,: Y,+ Ypcxj is a 
homotopy equivalence. 
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From [8, Lemma 21 we conclude that in the diagram 
Yv - WI A - Y X\A 
1 1 I 
V - Z(i,, iJ - X\A 
both squares are homotopy Cartesian. 
The existence of a function u :X-, I satisfying AC u-‘(O) and V= u-‘[0, l[ 
implies that the canonical maps Z(j,, j,) + Y and Z(i,, iJ + X are homotopy 
equivalences. Since the inclusions A + V and YA + Yv are also homotopy equivalen- 
ces by [8, Lemma l] we conclude that 
YA- Y 
1 1 
A-X 
is homotopy Cartesian. 
Assuming rX\A to be a fibration up to homotopy, it follows that the diagram 
Y, - YX\A 
1 I 
{xl- X\A 
is for all x E X\A homotopy Cartesian. Therefore, we find that the diagram 
Y, - Y 
1 1 
(x1-X 
is homotopy Cartesian for all x E X. q 
4. The main theorem 
Now we shall state the main theorem and its proof. 
4.1. Theorem. Let X be a A-space satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) X0=*, 
(ii) X1 is path connected. 
(iii) X,, is numerable locally contractible for all n. 
It then follows that the monoid homomorphism 
*: Il~xll~~llxll 
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is a homotopy equivalence. 7% homotopy equivalence is natural with respect to maps 
between A-spaces. 
Before proving the theorem it is important to note some of its consequences. 
4.2. Corollary. Let X be a good A-space satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.1. 
IaX] and RlX] are then homotopy equivalent. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1. and Proposition 1.2. 0 
The following corollary is a special case of the more general model theorem [2, 
Ch. II, 2.151. 
4.3. Corollary. Let X be a A-space where X, is path connected and X,, = *. Then 
A: IIflXII + .nllXll 
is a weak homotopy equivalence. If at the same time X is a good A-space then ]flXj 
and Ol_Xl are also weak homotopy equivalent. 
Proof. Let us replace X by the A-space 
ISX]: A + Top, 
[nl++I~Xl. 
Since a CW-complex is numerable locally contractible ]SX] satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 4.1. Therefore, 
A: llwxl II + fill Is4 II 
is a homotopy equivalence. 
The corollary now follows from the fact that ]SX,,l+ X,, are weak homotopy 
equivalences and that R and the realizations regarded here respect weak homotopy 
equivalences [2, Ch. II, § 1.21. 
4.4. Corollary [lo, 11,6,8]. Let A be a space satisfying 
(i) A is h-well-pointed. 
(ii) A is path connected. 
(iii) A is numerable locally contractible. 
Under these conditions the free monoid JA generated by A where the base point of A 
is the neutral element, is homotopy equivalent to O.ZA. 
Proof. Assume first that A is well-pointed. We denote by 2 the A-space with &, = * 
and ,&, n 2 1 the n-fold wedge of A. A satisfies the condition of Theorem 4.1. The 
corollary now follows from the homeomorphisms InA] = JA and IAl = EA. If A is 
h-well-pointed the claim is proved through the substitution of A v I for A and the 
use of the homotopy equivalences J(A v I) = JA and Z(A v I) = EA. 0 
In the following we define a model for the path space of ]]X]] which is closely 
related to I( aX 11. 
For a Moore-loop o : [o, r] + Y we call r the length of o. 
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4.5. Definition. We define 
zJllXll:= IIaxII xIW+/- 
where the equivalence relation is given by 
([XI ,..., &; rr ,..., hJ,S)--(1% ,... ,x&l; fl, f * * 3 c-,1, s) 
if s<CFI: ri, where ri denotes the length of hnC(ti) and (y, 0)- (y’, 0), where y, 
Y’E llaxll. 
4.6. Lemma. PllXll is contractible. 
Proof. A contraction is given by 
h: ~IIXII x ~+~IlXII, 
((Y, s), r)-(y, s(l-7)). 
The space PllXll gives rise to the maps 
Ilnxll +PIIXII, 
YH(Y, l(Y)) 
where I(y) denotes the length of A(y), and the evaluation 
=: PIIXII + IIXII7 
From this we obtain the commutative diagram 
IIfiXll - PIIXII 
I I w 
* - IIXII 
4.7. Proposition. If X is a A-space satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.1, then the 
above diagram is homotopy Cartesian. 
Proof. It is ((X(( = coliml[XII., where 
IlXll.=Ij X,xA’/-. 
i=l 
Therefore we have to check that for the inclusions 1(X Iln L, llXllntl conditions 
analogous to the conditions (i)-(v) of Lemma 3.1 are satisfied. 
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(i) The inclusions llXlln = IIXlln+I are cofibrations and therefore (i) is satisfied. 
(The neighbourhoods are defined below.) 
(ii) Since IIXII.+,\IIXII. =X,+, x Bn+l, we get for n-2 1 
~-‘wlln+~\IIxII”~ 
k-l 
([Xl ,..., Xk; tl,..., tk],S) C ri<S< i ri, 
i=l i=l 
and (xk, f&X,++? . 
I 
Therefore, there exists a commutative diagram 
~-‘(IIwn+I\llXlI”) ‘p II~XII x x,+1 x G’~“\w¶ S)) 
\ / 
X”,, x A”+’ 
where cp is defined by 
cp([x, 9 ***,xk; tl,--*,tkl,S) 
= ([Xl, . . *,xk-l; fl,..., tk-ll, xk, rfk9 s’/rkl) 
where s’:= s--C::: ri. p is essentially the adjoint of A,+~. Since 
A;+,IE’P\{N, S}:E:‘f”\{N, S}+dn+l is a homeomorphism, p is a fibration. Since 
q is a homeomorphism, r is also a fibration. 
This demonstration holds for n = 1 as well, when IO” is replaced by *. 
(iii) A neighbourhood V, with llXlln = V, c IIXII,+l is defined by 
V,:={[x, TIE IIXll.+&dn+l+~# b} 
whereb=(l/(n+l),..., l/(n + 1)) is the barycentre of A”+‘. The central projection 
p;: A”+‘\{b}+aA”+’ 
induces a map 
r;: E’I”\{ b’} + 2’dI”, 
where h ‘,( b’) = b. 
pk and ri induce deformation retraction P,, and r,, such that the diagram 
CIIIXll” L T-‘v, 
I I 
IIXII” +-y vn 
is commutative. 
(iv) To prove that for [x, T] E V,\ II X II n, the restriction 
r, : C’[x, T]+ K’p,[x, 71 
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is a homotopy equivalence, notice that 
k 
37 -’ x,7 [ I=(( [X1,...,Xk,X;tl,...,tk,tl,S+C 
i=l 
ri) E PllXll IL+,(t)(s) = T} 
Therefore, r, induces a map ]I nX(] + ((OX ]I which is, depending on 7; either the 
identity or the multiplication by a certain element of IIOX]]. By Lemma 1.1 the 
monoid IlaX]] is path connected and has a neutral element up to homotopy. 
Therefore, the multiplication by a fixed element is a homotopy equivalence and so 
is r,. 
(VI V”\IIXll” = xn+, x (J”+‘\W) is numerable locally contractible, since by 
assumption X,,, is numerable locally contractible. 0 
Proposition 4.7 together with Lemma 4.6 imply that 11 OX I] and 0 ]]Xl] are 
homotopy equivalent. To prove Theorem 4.1 we have actually to prove that A is a 
homotopy equivalence. Using [8, Lemma l] this follows directly from the commuta- 
tive diagram 
flllXll ’ PllXll 
\ h / b 
Ilaxll - PIIXII 
i I 
7r 
* 
“A 
- IIXII 
NV 
* ’ IIXII 
where PII X ]I denotes the space of Moore-paths in IIX (I and where p : P]]X (I + PllX )I 
is given by 
P(Y, s) = 1 A(YW, sl, ss l(Y). A(Y), s 3 l(y). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
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